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1 Objective

The main objective of this document is to provide an overview of steps or tasks to
implement and evaluate the coding part of my research submission, from an external
machine or environment. The following sections will describe the various modules required
to run the project code.

2 Essential Module requisite

The basic requirement for executing the scripts is Python language and the version should
be 3.8 or latest builds. Python code can be run on any machine irrespective of the op-
erating system. However, machines with Linux distribution is preferred. In my imple-
mentation, I have deployed the code on Ubuntu 20.04. Furthermore, pip, the package
manager should be enabled for initiating the extra packages.

3 Extra Library packages

In addition to the basic packages, few additional libraries are necessary for running the
code. The ’TensorFlow’ and ’scikit-learn’ packages are associated with the machine-
learning and deep-learning algorithms implemented for the performance evaluation after
the training. The ’math’ and ’pandas’ functions are required for the data set generation
which work in conjunction with ’sin’ function. ’Matplotlib’ library is required for gener-
ating line graphs and bar graphs post the code execution phase on all 3 algorithms. The
’NumPy’ package is deployed for the calculations on matrix data. The aforementioned
libraries can be installed with a single command as mentioned in the following section or
can be installed separately.

pip install tensorflow sklearn numpy pandas matplotlib

4 Evaluation

For the evaluation of proposed architecture, one need to familiarize with the main python
files of the implementation and general dataset. The dataset ’data.csv’ file is having
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5000 cycles of values created with sin function. It is generated to match the real-world
traffic which will continuously fluctuate between a minimum and maximum value. The
’wave.py’ file has created to generate the synthetic detaset to match with usual cloud
computing traffic by merging three sin functions and the resulted data is used for train
the machine-learning and deep-learning algorithms.

Once the data is generated, the process will focus on the main python file which is
’components.py’. In this file, all the major implementation operations are defined to make
use by all the 3 algorithms. The file describes the warm-up time and loads the historical
data. The different calculations are defined based on the load and the capability of the
processing server to predict the next cycles. The other files are ’ml-models.py’ and ’dl-
models.py’ which are responsible for the training of machine-learning and deep-learning
procedures respectively.

5 Results

Finally, one has to check the performance of each algorithm against the trained and
need to analyze the different parameters based on the output values. The three different
algorithms included in the research were Linear Regression (LR), Support Vector Regres-
sion (SVR) and Bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM). The below commands are executed for
the evaluation purpose.

python3 components.py LR

python3 components.py SVR

python3 components.py BI

On executing each command, a line graph and a bar graph would get generated with
the output values against the received traffic load. The below images represents the each
algorithm’s output value.

Figure 1: LR - Total Processed, Idle and delayed Load
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Figure 2: SVR - Total Processed, Idle and delayed Load

Figure 3: BI - Total Processed, Idle and delayed Load

6 Conclusion

To conclude and finish the procedure, the output values are captured after a typical run
and comparison can be visualised as shown in below table. From the generated prediction
and output values, it is clear that SVR and Bi-LSTM algorithms are more efficient than
LR algorithm. SVR processes more incoming load whereas Bi-LSTM excels with minimal
idle cycles.

Figure 4: Output Comparison - LR, SVR and Bi-LSTM
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